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                                Thunderbolt™ Technology: The Fastest, Simplest, and Most Reliable USB-C Connection1

                                
                                    Thunderbolt™ technology offers a best-in-class set of capabilities to deliver the simplest, most reliable, and fastest cable solution available for connecting to power and your favorite accessories.

                                
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                

                            

                        
                    

                

            

            
            

        

      
    



    
    
    


























    
    
    
    
    
    
        
        
            
                
            
            
        
    

    
    
    
    
        
    
    
    

    
    

    
    
        
    
    
        
        
    

    
    
    

    
        
        
            
            
        
    

    

    

    
        
    

    

    
        
            
                
                

                    
                        
                        
                        
                            

                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            










    
        
            
                
                
                    
                    












Thunderbolt™ Technology: Revolutionary Connectivity
 
Thunderbolt™ technology is more than a USB-C connector. Although it uses the same oval shape connector as USB-C, Thunderbolt™ technology certification mandates higher minimum performance and capabilities for cables, PCs, and accessories. You benefit from the best-in-class product capabilities to deliver the fastest cable solution for connecting to power and to all your docked accessories and monitors.
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                                                Thunderbolt™ 5 technology delivers up to 80 Gbps bidirectional bandwidth—2x vs. the previous generation—with fast device charging up to 240W2 and dual 8K monitor support3 to enhance all your PC experiences.
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Thunderbolt™ 5 Technology Resources
 
Get the best display and data experiences to meet the growing needs of content creators and gamers. The latest generation drives innovation in connectivity standards with support for USB4 v2, DisplayPort 2.1, and PCIe Gen 4. When detecting a high volume of video traffic, Thunderbolt™ 5 technology uses its Bandwidth Boost capability to deliver up to 120 Gbps for an unparalleled display experience.


                
            
        

    
    

                                                        
                                                    
                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    
                                    
                                
                            

                        

                        
                    
                
            
        

    

    
        
            
                
                

                

            

        

    







                            

                            
                         
                            
                                

    
        
            
                
                
                
                
                

                

                
                
                

                

                


                

                

                

                
                    
                        
                            

                            
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            

                            
                            
                            
                                
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                                
                            

                            
                            
                                
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Thunderbolt™ 4 Technology: The de Facto Standard
                                            

                                            
                                                Thunderbolt™ 4 technology has a broad installed base across Windows, Mac, Linux, and Chrome OS devices. Intel® Evo™ laptops4 and Intel vPro® platform-enabled laptops5 all have at least one Thunderbolt™ 4 port.
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                                                        Connect multiple devices via a Thunderbolt™ dock or hub while charging your laptop with just one flippable, reversible cable.
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                                                        Enjoy stunning visuals on larger monitors with built-in Thunderbolt™ ports, or easily connect any monitor to a full-featured Thunderbolt™ dock.
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                                                        Fast data transfers allow you to connect your PC to external storage to expand or conserve your internal storage.
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                                                        A Thunderbolt™ eGFX device gives your laptop additional graphics performance for use cases, including 3D gaming, professional apps, and VR.
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                                                        Data and video signals can flow from the computer down the chain into five Thunderbolt™ accessories.

                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        

                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                            

                                        

                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                            

                                        

                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                            

                                        

                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                            

                                        

                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                            

                                        

                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                            

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                        
                    
                    
                    
                
            

        


    










                            

                            
                         
                            
                                




  












  
  


















  

  
    
      
      
        












    
        
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
        
            
        
    



    
    
        
            

                

                
                    
                        











    
    







    
    

    



                    

                

            

        
    













	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	



	
	
		
	








	
	   	
	   	
	   	
			Clean, Ergonomic Workspaces
	   	
	   	

	








	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	


   	
		With a universal Thunderbolt™ port, you can connect multiple high-resolution monitors, add all the accessories you need, and power your laptop via a single connection.


	





      

  
      
        












    
        
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
        
            
        
    



    
    
        
            

                

                
                    
                        











    
    







    
    

    



                    

                

            

        
    













	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	



	
	
		
	








	
	   	
	   	
	   	
			Immersive Gaming on a Laptop
	   	
	   	

	








	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	


   	
		Connect to multiple displays, a video capture device for streaming, an external SSD, an external GPU, a keyboard, and a mouse—all over a single docked Thunderbolt™ connection.


	





      

  
      
        












    
        
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
        
            
        
    



    
    
        
            

                

                
                    
                        











    
    







    
    

    



                    

                

            

        
    













	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	



	
	
		
	








	
	   	
	   	
	   	
			Full-Fledged Creation Spaces
	   	
	   	

	








	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	


   	
		Be more productive on multiple screens, see your vision in stunning high resolution, and breeze through massive files. Thunderbolt™ technology does it all.


	





      

  
      

    

  





    
  









                            

                            
                         
                            
                                























    
    
    
        
    



    
    
        
        
        
        
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
                
            
            
            
        

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            Technical Comparison: Thunderbolt™ Technology vs. USB 4

                                        
                                    
                                
                                
                                    Thunderbolt™ technology continues to evolve and deliver the best wired connectivity and experiences for creators, workers, and gamers. Thunderbolt™ 4 technology is the standard for connectivity, with the broadest inclusion of PCs in the market.
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                       	Feature

	Thunderbolt™ 5 technology

	Thunderbolt™ 4

technology

	USB4


	One universal computer port (USB Type-C)

	√

	√

	 
	Universal cables supporting up to 120 Gbps, up to 2 meters in length

	120 Gbps

	40 Gbps

	Optional


	Accessories with up to four Thunderbolt™ ports

	√

	√
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	Thunderbolt™ 5 technology

	Thunderbolt™ 4

technology

	USB4


	Mandatory certification for all shipping computers, accessories, and cables

	√

	√

	 
	Cable testing and cable quality audits for

Thunderbolt™ cable manufacturers

	√

	√

	 
	Required Intel® VT-d-based DMA protection

	√

	√

	 
	USB4 specification compliance

	√

	√

	√
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	Thunderbolt™ 5 technology

	Thunderbolt™ 4

technology

	USB4


	Minimum PC speed requirements

	80 & 120 Gbps

	40 Gbps

	20 Gbps


	Minimum PC data requirements

	PCIe: 64 Gbps

USB 3.2: Up to 20 10 Gbps

	PCIe: 32 Gbps

USB 3.2: 10 Gbps

	--

USB 3.2: 10 Gbps


	Required PC charging on at least one computer port2

	Required up to 140W

Available up to 240W

	Required up to 140W

Available up to 240W

	 
	Required PC wake from sleep when computer is connected to a Thunderbolt dock

	√

	√

	 
	Minimum PC port power for accessories

	15W

	15W

	7.5W
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			Set Up a Thunderbolt™ Dock
	   	
	   	

	








	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	


   	
		Learn how to set up a docking station with your laptop, monitor, and peripheral devices over a single Thunderbolt™ cable connection.


	






			

			
				













    
        
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
        
            
        
    
    
        
            
        
        
        
    
    
        
        
        
            
        
    



    
    
        
            

                

                
                    
                        











    
    







    
    

    



                    

                

            

        
    










	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	


   	
			 



	











	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	



	
		
	
	








	
	   	
	   	
	   	
			Dual 4K Support and Windows 11 Snap
	   	
	   	

	








	
		
	
	


	
		
	
	


   	
		Learn how to configure Microsoft Windows 11 with Thunderbolt™ docks for dual 4K monitors, and use a Windows 11 screen organization feature called Snap to maximize productivity.
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                                                        How can I check if my system has Thunderbolt™ ports?
                                                        

                                                    
                                                        Check out which type of ports your system has by:

	Looking for the Thunderbolt™ icon next to the USB-C port on your device.
	Checking the product’s I/O specification online to see if it lists Thunderbolt™ ports.
	Downloading Intel® Driver & Support Assistant (Intel® DSA).



                                                        
                                                    

                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    
                                 
                            
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                    
                                                        What is the difference between Thunderbolt™ technology and USB-C?
                                                        

                                                    
                                                        Thunderbolt™ technology delivers the best-in-class capabilities to drive high-bandwidth data, power, and video transfers for up to five devices on one connection. Gamers, creators, and workers can enjoy a clean desktop space with multiple displays and accessories on a powerful connectivity standard. Learn how Thunderbolt™ technology delivers the best experiences with simple, powerful, and flexible connectivity.


                                                        
                                                    

                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    
                                 
                            
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                    
                                                        How is Thunderbolt™ 5 technology different from Thunderbolt™ 4 technology?
                                                        

                                                    
                                                        Thunderbolt™ 5 technology doubles minimum bandwidth requirements from 40 Gbps to 80 Gbps compared to Thunderbolt™ 4 technology. The latest generation also features the adaptive Bandwidth Boost capability, which detects high-volume video traffic and intelligently accelerates upstream bandwidth to 120 Gbps while maintaining 40 Gbps downstream bandwidth. Thunderbolt™ 5 technology enables up to 240W charging and support for dual 8K monitors, whereas Thunderbolt™ 4 technology enables to 100W charging and support for dual 4K monitors.


                                                        
                                                    

                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    
                                 
                            
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                 
                            
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                 
                            
                        
                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                 
                            
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                
                            
                                
                            
                                
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Do I need to install Thunderbolt™ software or drivers?
                                                    
                                                

                                                
                                                    No. You don’t need to install any software or drivers to make things work. Connect your computer with any Thunderbolt™ accessory, and they simply work together.


                                                    
                                                

                                            
                                        

                                    

                                
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Which PCs have Thunderbolt™ ports?
                                                    
                                                

                                                
                                                    Thunderbolt™ 4 technology was integrated in the CPU starting with 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processors. Today, approximately 90 percent of 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processor-based laptops have Thunderbolt™ ports. At least one Thunderbolt™ 4 port is required on all Intel® Evo™ and Intel® Core™ vPro® processor family-based laptops.


                                                    
                                                

                                            
                                        

                                    

                                
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    Where do I go if I’m a developer and want to develop a Thunderbolt™ accessory?
                                                    
                                                

                                                
                                                    Please visit thunderbolttechnology.net.
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                    Product and Performance Information

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            1As compared to other current PC Client bidirectional I/O connection technologies like eSATA and USB. Must be connected via Thunderbolt™ 3 or newer accessory to enable full performance. See intel.com/performance-wired for details. Results may vary.



                        
                    
                        
                            2Laptop charging: Thunderbolt™ 4 technology for thin and light notebooks that require up to 100W to charge. Thunderbolt™ 5 technology for laptops that require up to 140W to charge. 140W‒240W is available on some devices.



                        
                    
                        
                            3With support for 3:1 display stream compression.



                        
                    
                        
                            4All Intel® Evo™ branded designs must meet demanding thresholds for key mobile user experiences like responsiveness and battery life; individual device performance may vary. See intel.com/performance-evo for details.



                        
                    
                        
                            5All versions of the Intel vPro® platform require an eligible Intel® processor, a supported operating system, Intel® LAN and/or WLAN silicon, firmware enhancements, and other hardware and software necessary to deliver the manageability use cases, security features, system performance, and stability that define the platform. See intel.com/performance-vpro for details.



                        
                    
                        
                            6Performance is based on minimum specification requirements by Thunderbolt™ certification. Performance varies by use, configuration, and other factors. Learn more at intel.com/performanceindex.



                        
                    
                        
                            7Thunderbolt is a trademark of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. Thunderbolt and the Thunderbolt logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries.



                        
                    
                        
                            8Performance varies by use, configuration, and other factors. Learn more at edc.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/performance/benchmarks/wired.
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